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English

Everyday
Practise sounds 

Practise tricky words
(on the next 3 slides) 

Practise letter formation
Name writing



Phonics



Phonics



Phonics



Task 1 – Reading words

1. Write 10/15 words on pieces of paper 
and hide them around the house or 
garden.

2. Tell your child they need to find the 
words and read them to you. Which 
each word thy get right they get a point 
on their tally sheet (this can be a simple 
record made on a piece of paper). If the 
children struggle help by segmenting 
the sounds and ask them to repeat

3. Once they have correctly guessed the 
word, see if your child can think of any 
words that rhyme with the word, for 
example, if the word is ball they could 
say hall, wall, small. Help them and give 
them some examples if they struggle.

4. With these new examples, get your 
child to sounds out and blend them. if 
they do struggle you could write these 
new words down on paper to help 
them visualise the word.

5. once you have found all the words tally 
up what words you child got correct 
and next time see if they can beat this 
score!

Below is the website we use to plan 
phonics at school, please have a look 
there are some useful resources and 
information
https://www.letters-and-sounds.com/



Task 2 - What makes you feel happy 

1. Talk to your child about what makes 
them happy and  to think about 
something that makes them feel very 
happy.

2. You could also ask them they what 
they are excited about doing the most 
once lockdown has been lifted. For 
example going to see family, going to 
the seaside etc.

3. Ask your child to draw some pictures 
of what they have described then get 
hem to write down words or even a 
short sentences about what and who 
makes them happy.

4. If these pictures include family or 
friends, they could be posted or taken 
to them when you are able to visit 
them.



Task 3 – Syllable star jump!

1. This activity is to encourage your child 
to understand syllables and how many 
are in a word. 

2. Firstly make a list of  1,2,3 syllable 
words for your child, roughly 5-10 of 
each. You can pick a theme for the 
words or something they are interested 
in. (animals, numbers, colours etc.)

3. Read out one words at a time and ask 
your child to star jump for each syllable 
they hear. For example the word ‘happy’ 
is 2 syllables ‘ha’ ‘ppy’ so you encourage 
your child to star jump for each syllable. 

If your child is confident in there syllables, 
you can make this activity more 
challenging by introducing 4 and even 5 
syllable words!



Task 4 – Writing Phase 3 words

1. Encourage your child to look at the 
pictures on the slide and write the 
words independently! 

‘air’ words ‘ear’ words ‘igh’ words



Maths

Everyday
count to 20

Count backwards from 20-0
Practise one more and one 

less; for example say ‘what is 
one more than 6, what is one 

less then 10 etc.’



Task 1 – Number Hunt

1. Explain to your child that you are 
going on a number hunt, go for a walk 
(remember social distancing) and ask 
you child to keep an eye out for 
number.

2. You will need a piece of paper and a 
pencil/pen whilst on your number 
hunt.

3. Explain to the that if they see a 
number they know to shout it out and 
encourage them to write the number 
they saw on the paper.

4. Whilst walking you can ask your child 
questions about the number, for 
example, they see the number 18. 
you could ask what number comes 
before 18? And what number comes 
after 18?

5. If they struggle with some of the 
numbers (especially bigger bus 
numbers) you can get them to break 
the number down, so the 115 could 
be 11 and 5.

If you are isolating, set a number hunt 
up in the garden or house, you can use 
objects with numbers on or write them 
yourself.



Task 2 – 3D Shape Hunt

1. Using household objects or the 
pictures on this slide, introduce 3D 
shapes  to your child. 

2. Challenge them to look around the 
house/garden for any other objects 
that are these shapes and encourage 
them to name them.

3. Encourage your child to draw their 
finds. 

4. Once you both have gone around 
your house or garden  look back at 
the list and see how shapes your child 
has found.

5. Get the to count how many marks are 
next to each shape and see which 
shape is the winner!

6. You could also get your child to think 
of objects that might not be at home 
but are some of these shapes. For 
example the moon is a sphere, or you 
could give you help your child and 
give them some examples.



Task 3 – Will it float or will it sink?

1. Encourage your child to collect 10 
different items from around the 
house.

2. Fill up a bucket or bath with water 
and drop one item in at a time. You 
could even do this in the paddling 
pool if you have one at home.

3. Encourage your child to say what  
they think the item will do? Will it 
float or sink and see if they can tell 
you why?

4. Promote language such as heavy, 
heavier, light, lighter.

5. Ask your child if they think the next 
item will be heavier, lighter or 
equal to the previous object put in 
the water.

6. Allow them to experiment with the 
items. Get them to place one on 
top of the other and see if the still 
do the same thing?

7. Encourage your child to give some 
example of things they have seen 
outside that might float and things 
the have seen that sink. For 
example at the park in a pond or at 
the seaside.



Task 4 - Addition

1. Use small objects to count  with so 
pebbles, pencils, pasta shapes etc.

2. Give your child two piles of objects 
with different amounts for example 
using pencils place a  pile of 5 pencils 
and a pile of 6 pencils.

3. Ask your child how many is in each 
pile. If they are able to count the piles 
correctly then ask how many we have 
altogether.

4. On saying the right answer, explain to 
your child 5+6=11, so adding the 2 
piles together makes a bigger 
number.

5. Continue using different pile sizes.
6. If your child is confident in doing the 

sums in their heads. Encourage them 
to write out each sum before working 
it out as this will be good practice for 
them.

A website which has many different 
addition activities in www.twinkl.co.uk  
providing free access for parents details 
on Parentmail.



Other areas of 

learning

Everyday
Let you child play with their 
toys throughout the day. At 
school we do half an hour of 

phonics, half an hour of 
literacy, half an hour of maths 

and story time (at different 
times of the day). The 

children are allowed to play 
and use their imagination the 

rest of the day.



Task 1 – PE!

1. Every morning get the whole family 
in front of the TV, computer or tablet 
and join the nation, this is a great 
opportunity for some family time

https://www.thebodycoach.com/blog/pe
-with-joe-1254.html

https://www.thebodycoach.com/blog/pe-with-joe-1254.html


Task 2 – Home made smoothies

1. For making homemade smoothies all 
you will need is some fruits (bananas, 
strawberries, raspberries) and milk! 
Ice is optional.

2. Firstly encourage you child to help 
you chop the fruit into small pieces. 
Make they only use a butter/table 
knife (nothing to sharp) and that they 
are supervised whilst using a knife.

3. If you have a blender or food 
processer get you child to but all the 
ingredient into the machine to watch 
it blend. If you don’t have one of 
these put you fruit into a jug and get 
your child to mash the fruit with a 
fork until it is all mushy and then add 
you milk and stir!

Fruit smoothie

Ingredients
Serves: 1

4 ice cubes
1 large banana or 5 strawberries or 5 raspberries
300ml skimmed milk



Task 3 – Bubble cups!

What you need:
A bendy straw
A paper/plastic cup 
Decorations for cup
Duct tape
Water
Dishwashing liquid or bubble bath

1. Firstly get your child to decorate their 
cup with whatever they like. If you 
don’t have a cup you could us a plastic 
bottle, and remove the top section so 
it is roughly the same size as a cup.

2. Once they have finished decorating, 
place the straw through the cup 
somewhere near the bottom and use 
the duct tape to seal the hole. You can 
do this together just make sure there 
isn’t any gaps in the tape!

3. Mix up a solution of soapy water and 
then pour into the cup. The soapy 
water should submerge the straw in 
the cup – and voila – it’s ready for 
blowing bubbles!



Task 4 – Creature Hunt!

1. Give your child a pot (yogurt pot etc) 
and tell them they are going on a bug 
hunt. Ask them to look around the 
garden and collect bugs. This could 
even be done in the park or on a walk 
so they can se different creatures.

2. Also get them to look in trees, bushes 
or in the sky to see what other 
animals they can see. They may see 
lots of different birds

3. Observe the bugs and birds with your 
child, discuss what they look like, how 
many legs they have what colour they 
are, what noise do they make.

4. Take pictures of these bugs and birds 
or any thing else they might find and 
get them to draw some pictures of 
what they had seen today.


